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Abstract: The use of data driven techniques is popular
in smart manufacturing. Machine learning, statistics or a
combination of both have been used to improve processes5
in electronic manufacturing. This paper presents the ap-
plication of classical techniques to reduce production cy-
cle time by compacting a production test sequence. This
set of tests is run on stop-on-fail scenario for quality assur-
ance of an electronical device. Data generated in the pro-10
duction test-set on stop-on-fail scenario challenges the tra-
ditional applicationof thedatadriven techniques, because
of the missing data characteristic. The developed compu-
tational procedures handle this application-specific data
attribute. The novelty of this work is in the algorithm de-15
veloped, which applies classical techniques in an iterative
environment, as a strategy to analyse incomplete datasets.
Results show that themethod can reduce a production test
set with parametric and non-parametric tests by building
an accurate prognostic model. The results can reduce pro-20
duction cycle time and costs. The paper details and pro-
vides discussions on the advantages and limitations of the
proposed algorithms.
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1 Introduction
As part of intelligent production processes, electronic de-
vices are tested after assembly for quality assurance. Auto-
matic testing equipment is popular to execute parametric
and non-parametric sets of tests, generating massive and 30
valuable information. On the other hand, the testing pro-
cess impacts the cost of production due to the time and re-
sources needed. Cost reduction can be achieved bymining
test data for predicting the quality of a batch, improving
process robustness, or by shortening the production test 35
sequence.

There are successful business cases where testing pro-
cesses were reduced using data analysis. Parametric anal-
yses arewidely used to predict the outcome of a test set, for
instance in [1] the authors analysed correlation between 40
each pair of tests items. Variations of the Group LASSO
method were used in [2] and [3] to identify tests which
could be predicted by a linear combination of other tests.
Furthermore, [3] covers the stop-to-fail scenario where the
test program stops as soon as a device fails a test and the 45
remaining tests will not be applied.

In [4] the authors applied Chi-Square to discard tests
with very small significance values and then used Support
Vector Machine (SVM) methods, in particular C-Support
Vector Classification (C-SVC), to carry out the test process 50
compaction. Logistic regression is used in [5] to predict re-
sults of test sequences where the data is quantitative or
qualitative. Another approach used frequently to reduce
test dimension is based on Principal Components Analy-
sis (PCA) [6]. 55

Different Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques are
useful for this application. In [7], a combination of amulti-
objective Genetic Algorithm (GA) for feature selection, and
k-Nearest-Neighbours (k-NN) with an Ontogenic Neural
Network (ONN) for prediction is presented. Reference [8] 60
details a successful application of a Feed-Forward Neural
Network (FFNN) for the reduction of production tests and
detection of defective assets.

Other research reports on the development of a statis-
tical methodology based on Binary Decision Trees (BDT) 65
to reduce test sets by eliminating tests whose output could
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be predicted using the results from another test [9]. This
methodology is advantageous from the computational
time point of view, since considerably less training time is
required to build a tree than to train a network. However,
sometimes the BDT model is less accurate. In addition, it5
is difficult to say how the classification model accuracy is
affected when the test data is characterised with missing
values. Finally in [10] Binary Decision Forests (BDF) were
used to identify redundant tests.

In this paper we propose a novel strategy to han-10
dle missing data when building classification models to
compact production test sets in a stop-on-fail scenario.
The approach could be applied with both numerical and
non-numerical test results. The data mining approach
was written in an R script which covers data gathering,15
data pre-processing, variables association analysis, itera-
tive within-setmodel building, its verification and reliabil-
ity assessment. The algorithm is evaluated by building Lo-
gistic Regression, Decision Tree, and Random Forest mod-
els.20

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we cover different data analysis techniques such
as logistic regression, decision trees, and random forests.
In addition, performance metrics that could be used to
contrastmodels are also includedanddiscussed. The chal-25
lenges in buildingmodelswhenusing incomplete datasets
are outlined. In Section 3 we present our novel algorithm
for model building. The method is evaluated in Section 4
using historical production test data of an electronic de-
vice, and Section 5 concludes the paper.30

2 Data analysis techniques
DataAnalytics applications are developedboth to describe
a phenomenon, and for prognosis or prescriptive pur-
poses. In this paper we are going to cover predictive an-
alytics whose aim is to make forecasts based on historical35
information.However, a descriptive analysis is included as
part of thepreliminary steps of buildingadata analytic ser-
vice. This step is relevant tounderstand thehistorical data,
before building a model.

2.1 Qualitative comparison of techniques40

Examples of different techniques to reduce test sequences
in electronicsmanufacturing are summarized in Table 1. In
addition, an evaluation of whethermethods could be used
with datasets containing numerical and non-numerical

variables is included. Furthermore, missing data was eval- 45
uated only in [3] where the case of stop-on-fail scenario
was covered. Data pre-processing is needed to handle
missing values when using any of the other methods.

Different methods for linear correlation analysis have
been used for testing reduction [1-3]. However, thesemeth- 50
ods cannot be used for non-parametric variables.

The PCA approach followed in [6] was applied to a
dataset of numerical variables.However, PCA is not recom-
mended for non-numerical variables. On the other hand,
the application reviewed in [4] deals with parametric vari- 55
ables, while Chi-Square could be used for non-parametric
variables such as categorical. The limitation is that Sup-
port Vector Classification (SVC) cannot be applied to non-
numerical data.

Logistic regression is an approach that could be ap- 60
plied to numerical and non-numerical variables. However
missing values should be handled before running logistic
regression. In this context, reference [11] provides a com-
parative analysis of five popular methods to handle miss-
ing data. Sub-section 2.4 details how the stop-on-fail sce- 65
nario challenges logistic regression modelling.

The approaches discussed in [7] and [8] could be
used with datasets from stop-on-fail test applications.
GA, k-NN, ONN, and FFNN support numerical and non-
numerical variables. One disadvantage of these methods 70
is that the training of a NN model is time consuming. In
addition, the biggest limitation of GA is that it cannot guar-
antee optimality.

Finally, BDT is a useful classification method that
works well with numerical and non-numerical variables 75
but is not suitable for stop-on-failure scenarios. This will
be detailed in Sub-section 2.4. A similar conclusion is valid
for BRF, which is comprised of a collection of BDTs.

2.2 Classification models

SVM, ANN, k-NN, GA, fuzzy sets, Decision Tree (DT), and 80
RandomForest (RF) are somedatamining techniquesused
in the electronics industry [12]. DT is commonly used for
classification because it is efficient, simple to implement
and easy to understand. In the following we cover and
compare logistic regression, decision tree and random for- 85
est models.

2.2.1 Logistic regression

Logistic Regression is a classification algorithm and is part
of the general linearmodels (GLM) familywhere logit is the
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Table 1: Qualitative Comparison of Analytical Methods

Method Variable Type Missing Values
Tests Correlations [1] Parametric only No

Weighted Group LASSO [2] Parametric only No
Variations to Group LASSO [3] Parametric only Stop-on-Fail

Chi-Square & C-SVC [4] Parametric (+ numerical) No
Logistic Regression [5] Numerical and non-numerical No

PCA [6] Numerical only No
GA, k-NN & ONN [7] Numerical (+ non-numerical) No

FFNN [8] Numerical (+ non-numerical) No
BDT [9] Numerical (+ non-numerical) No
BRF [10] Continuous (+ non-numerical) No

link function. The LR is formulated as:

ln
(︂

PL
1 − PL

)︂
= β0 +

J∑︁
j=1

βjxj,L + ε

where PL is the probability that the response variable has
a value equal to 1, or {pass} class; {β} are the coefficients
to be estimated; while {x} represents input variables; and
ε is the predicted error.5

Stepwise is amethod to find amodel with the smallest
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) by removing or adding
input variables. The both waysmode has been selected for
the study reported with this paper, where input variables
could be added or replaced in each iteration.10

The glm2 [13] function was used for logistic regression
models, and stepAIC [14] for stepwise algorithm.

2.2.2 Decision tree

BDT can be applied to different data, for example to sam-
ple populations that consist of n observations made on m15
variables. The n observations correspond to 2 classes. For
example, Table 2 illustrates 4 observations, 2 classes {pass,
fail} and 3 variables {Test 1, Test 2, and Test 3}.

Table 2: Dataset from Production Tests

Overall Result Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Pass -76 9A 1
Fail -80 9A 5
Pass -66 0 2
Fail -74 -9A 6

The final model will break the observations into
groups, where each of these groups is assigned a predicted 20
class.

The rpart routine [15] branches a tree based on theGini
index, as in:

f (p) = p(1 − p)

where p is the probability of {pass} class and (1 − p) the
probability of {fail} class, [16]. 25

In order to avoid overfitting the DT built needs to be
evaluated using prune.rpart [15]. The prune function eval-
uates the nested sequence of subtrees supplied by rpart
object and recursively snipping off the least important
splits based on the amount by which splitting a node im- 30
proves the relative error, called complexity parameter (CP),
[15]. Plots can be generated using rattle R package [17] for
easy visualization of the splitting rules and architecture of
the tree built.

2.2.3 Random forest 35

Random Forest generates a robust classification model, it
involves building different decision trees and assembling
the outputs to make a classification decision. In [18] it was
concluded that Boosting and Bagging are two sampling
methods that generate accurate results. Furthermore, the 40
Baggingmethod requires less computational time to build
a BDF.

The randomForest [19] routine is an implementation
of Breiman’s random forest algorithm for classification
and regression. The sampling method could be imple- 45
mented with or without replacement. The bagging sam-
pling method has been selected and used for the study re-
ported with this paper. The use of this RF model enables
the calculation of a predicted probability for the classes.
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For this paper a threshold of 0.5 was selected to define
classes, as below:

if (p > 0.5) ⇒ the class is predicted as {pass}

where p is the predicted probability of class{pass}.

2.3 Performance metrics5

Models couldbe evaluatednot only fromanaccuracypoint
of view also how long it takes to be trained or built, and
howsimple it is to implement themodel as a service.Differ-
ent performance metrics could be calculated as discussed
in [20] and [21]. In this paper we included the Confusion10
Matrix (CM), Overall Accuracy (OA), Recall (R), Precision
(P), F-Score, and Specificity as metrics for model perfor-
mance evaluation.
1. Confusion Matrix: Contains the calculation of True

Pass (TP), True Fail (TF), False Pass (FP), andFalse Fail15
(FF) as shown in Table 3. Where N is the number of to-
tal instances.

Table 3: Confusion Matrix

Predicted
Pass Fail Total

Actual Pass TP FF TP + FF
Fail FP TF FP + TF
Total TP + FP FF + TF N

2. Overall Accuracy (OA): Is the proportion of devices
that were correctly classified by the model. It is calcu-
lated as:20

OA = (TP + TF)/N

3. Recall (R): The ratio of failed devices that were cor-
rectly predicted to the actual size of the {fail} class. It
is calculated as:

R = TF/(TF + FP)

4. Precision (P): The ratio of failed devices that were cor-
rectly predicted to the predicted size of the {fail} class.25
It is calculated as:

P = TF/(TF + FF)

5. F-Score: The harmonicmean of recall and precision. It
is calculated as:

F-Score = (2 * P * R)/(P + R)

6. Specificity: The ratio of passed devices that were cor-
rectly predicted to the actual size of the {pass} class. It 30
is calculated as:

Specificity = TP/(TP + FF)

2.4 Challenges of incomplete datasets

When working on big data analytics the presence of miss-
ing values is common because of low data quality or data
recording processes. Missing data could be randomly dis- 35
tributed across the data or following some pattern. One
popular technique to deal with missing values is known
as imputation, where data gaps are filled using the avail-
able data recorded, for example using the mean value to
fill the missing records. Another technique is complete 40
cases method which eliminates the records with incom-
plete data. Both approaches could generate biased or in-
accurate models.

For production tests on stop-on-fail scenario the test
program stops as soon as an asset fails a test in the se- 45
quence, generating incomplete datasets (Table 4). The risk
in using imputation methods is the lack of information to
quantify the error. In addition, complete cases method re-
duces the dataset to a samplewith {pass} devices only. The
cleaned data generated by this approach is not useful for 50
prognosis. For instance, the binary decision tree built with
data cleaned using complete cases consists of 1 node in
which all elements are {pass} class. Similar results are ob-
tained when building a logistic regression model or train-
ing a random forest. 55

The next section describes the novel algorithm pro-
posed as a solution to build classification models from
data recorded in a stop-on-fail scenario. In Section 4 this
algorithm is applied to build a logistic regression model,
train a BDT and a BRF, which are algorithms that require 60
complete datasets for its training.

Table 4: Dataset Before Cleaning. Stop-on-Fail Test Sample

Overall Result Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Pass -76 9A 1
Fail -80 9A
Pass -66 0 2
Fail -74
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3 Iterative within-set model
building

Whenusing a subset of tests, it is expected that the cleaned
dataset has an adequate mixture of classes as illustrated
in Table 5. Note that this data is the result of cleaning with5
complete casesmethod thedataset in Table 4 but consider-
ing Test 1 and Test 2 only. With the data in Table 5 it is fea-
sible to build a classification model in a stop-on-fail sce-
nario. The classificationmodel could be used to reduce the
test set by predicting the output of a specific tests by us-10
ing the result of previous tests in the sequence. This idea
motivated the proposed algorithm where DTs are built by
adding one test in the sequence in each iteration until a
model with defined target accuracy level is built. The same
algorithmcould be used to build random forest, logistic re-15
gression or other similar models.

Table 5: Dataset After Using First 2 Tests Subset for Cleaning.

Overall Result Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Pass -76 9A
Fail -80 9A
Pass -66 0

Figure 1 illustrates the method proposed to build an
iterative within set models and its evaluation. This algo-
rithm consists of three main steps:
1. Data gathering and pre-processing;20
2. Model building and metrics calculation;
3. Model evaluation and improvement.

1. Data gathering and data pre-processing
(a) Test to beModelled: From the test sequence select25

a test, Test_x, to which a model would be built
in order to eliminate that test in the sequence.
We recommend selecting a test that the assets fre-
quently fail

(b) Response Variable: Generate the response vari-30
able, Y_Test_x, associated to Test_x. Where:

Y_Test_x =
{︃
Pass if the device pass Test_x
Fail in other case

(c) Subset of Tests: The first iteration consists of the
data recorded for the first two tests in the se-
quence,D_2. SimilarD_k contains a subset of the
first k tests.35

Figure 1:Model Building Algorithm Flowchart.

(d) Data Cleaning: The complete cases method was
used to clean D_k. The cleaned dataset is called
CD_k.

(e) Dataset Split into Training and Test Datasets:
CD_k dataset is split in two independent sets. 40
The training dataset, TrCD_k, is used to build the
model,M_k, and the test dataset,TeCD_k, is used
to calculate model accuracy.

(f) Training Sample Evaluation: As shown in Sub-
section 2.4 it is important that TrCD_k contains 45
{pass} and {fail} devices. When TrCD_k does not
contain an adequatemixture of classes the step 1.c
must be revisited.

2. Model building and metrics calculation
(a) Model Building. Use TrCD_k to build M_k model 50

for Test_x. The algorithm is flexible to build other
models but here is illustrated for:
i. Logistic Regression
ii. Decision Tree
iii. Random Forest 55

(b) Accuracy Calculation:We recommend calculating
metrics discussed in Sub-section 2.3:
i. Confusion Matrix
ii. Overall Accuracy
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iii. Recall
iv. Precision
v. F-Score
vi. Specificity
The steps 1.c to 2.b are repeated until M_k accu-5
racy is at least as good as the target level set or
until there are no more tests before Test_x in the
sequence.

3. Model evaluation and improvement
(a) Over-fitting Evaluation:10

i. For Logistic Regression: The model M_k has
the smallest AIC.

ii. For Decision Tree: All complexity parame-
ter values in vector cp_M_k should be above
0.01.15

iii. For Random Forest. This step is not needed as
was detailed in Sub-section 2.2.3.

(b) Tuning the Model:
i. For Logistic Regression: The model M_k

should be tuned using stepwise method.20
ii. For Decision Tree: If at least one element of

cp_M_k is below 0.01, the tree should be
pruned. During pruning the least important
splits of M_k are snipped off.

iii. For Random Forest. This step is not needed as25
was detailed in Sub-section 2.2.3.

The step 2.b should be revisitedwith tunedmodel,
TM_k, and TrCD_k dataset.

The built model, BM, generated with this algorithm could
be used to predict the result of a specific test based on the30
results of previous tests. When having an accurate model
to predict the result of a specific test, it could be eliminated
from the sequence and hence reduce the time cycle of test-
ing process. However, it is possible that the previous tests
to Test_x are not significant predictors to model Test_x,35
hence the algorithmwould terminate without amodel and
Test_x should not be eliminated from the sequence.

It is relevant to highlight that model reliability and its
maintenance are important when the model is used as a
service, because the process could change due to modifi-40
cation in theproduction line,materials, orwear ofmachin-
ery or assets, for instance. A model maintenance phase is
illustrated in Figure 2. and consists of three phases:
1. Current data gathering and pre-processing:

(a) New dataset, ND, should be gather45
(b) Response Variable: Generate the response vari-

able, Y_Test_x, associated to Test_x. Where:

Y_Test_x =
{︃
Pass if the device pass Test_x
Fail in other case

(c) Pre-process ND dataset following the same data
cleaning strategy aswhenbuilding themodel BM.
The clean dataset is called CND 50

(d) Split CND in two independent sets: re-training,
RTrCND, and validation, VCND, datasets

2. Model validation andmetrics calculation. Metrics and
confusionmatrix are calculated using BMwhich is the
available model and dataset VCND. 55

3. Model re-train. If BM model is not as accurate as the
target a new model should be generated using the
RTrCND dataset and algorithm in Figure 1.

Figure 2:Model Validation Algorithm Flowchart.

4 Stop-on-fail production test 60

application
Historical data from a production test process of an elec-
tronic device, in a stop-on-fail scenario, is used to demon-
strate and validate how the proposed algorithm can com-
pact a test set by building a predictive classificationmodel 65
for one of the sequence elements.

The methodology followed to analyse the production
test set includes:
1. To understand the problem and define the objective of

the analysis 70
2. To define the strategy to pre-process the data for im-

proving data quality
3. To evaluate association between tests and other vari-

ables recorded in the production test process
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4. To build the model and its evaluation
5. To validate the reliability of the model

More details about data pre-processing strategy followed
and variables association analysis can be found on the
conference paper preceding this paper [22].5

Three different models were generated for one test in
the sequence that the faulty devices frequently fail. Logis-
tic regression, binary decision tree, and random forest al-
gorithms were used. The models were compared based on
performance metrics (Sub-section 2.3), and the computa-10
tional time required to build the model.

4.1 Problem understanding and objective
definition

As part of the manufacturing process each asset is tested
by an automated sequence, which performs 163 readings15
including resistance, voltage, current, or a logical test.
Each reading is compared to a upper limit, lower limit, or
a constant value. If the value is outside the respective limit
then the test is failed. The sequence is interrupted after a
fail in one of the test items and is not executed for the re-20
maining tests of the test set.

The main objective is to evaluate how the testing pro-
cess could be reduced, by identifying redundant tests, but
also by using an analytic to predict whether a test will fail
based on results of previous tests in the sequence without25
performing the reading (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Test Sequence Reduction.

4.2 Data pre-processing

Data from running production tests to electronic devices
was collected from large number of .csv (3,766) or .fil
(12,727) files, each one containing information for one or 30
more devices. For each device there are records for the
respective test results of each test item in the sequence,
and also the overall test result. When a device fails, no
records for the subsequent tests are obtained as the test-
ing stops at that point. Data format and quality was im- 35
proved for better data handling and analysis results (more
details in [22]). After following the cleaning process, the
dataset used for model building contains the results of
testing 68,168 devices, where 50,882 assets passed and
17,286 failed. 40

More current data was collected for model reliability
assesment. It contains the results of 235,132 devices, where
171,131 assets passed and 64,001 failed the production test
(Fig. 4). It is important to highlight that these datasets con-
tain missing values, hence additional cleaning steps are 45
needed before analysing data.

Figure 4: Datasets.

4.3 Variables association analysis

Identifying relations between variables is useful not only
to determine redundant tests, but also because while ap-
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plying machine learning classification or clustering tech-
niques the attributes with the least contributions to the re-
sulting classification or clustering will act as noise. Hence
removing least contributors will improve the model built.
Chi-Square Test and Pearson Correlation Coefficient were5
used to analyse the association between categorical vari-
ables and continuous variables, respectively. 26 pairs of
tests were identified as highly correlated [22], hencemodel
over-fitting evaluation is needed.

4.4 Model predictive building and10

evaluation

The dataset comprised of 68,168 devices was used for this
analysis. After pre-processing the dataset and evaluating
the association between variables or tests we applied the
proposed algorithm to compact the test sequence. The ra-15
tio used to split the data in Training/Test is 75:25. The
model accuracy targets are:
– The OA ≥ 90%
– Recall ≥ 90%
– Precision ≥ 90%20
– F-Score ≥ 90
– Specificity ≥ 90%

The algorithmwas used to generate LR, DT and RFmodels
for Test_114, which is one of the tests that frequently fail
low-quality devices.25

4.4.1 Logistic regression

The first model that successfully achieved all accuracy
metrics is:

glm2(formula = Y_Test_x∼ Test_106, family =
binomial(link = logit), data = train)30

Using the confusion matrix (Table 6) the performance
of this model is as follows:
– The OA achieved is 100%
– Recall = 100%
– Precision = 100%35
– F-Score = 100%
– Specificity = 100%
– Time to build the model: 23.85 hours

.
The model LR_106 satisfies all performance metrics,40

but it is computationally complex, it took 23.85 hours to

Table 6: Confusion Matrix. LR_106

Predicted
Pass Fail Total

Actual Pass 11232 0 11232
Fail 0 97 97
Total 11232 97 11329

build LR_106, in addition to the time taken to build the
models of previous iterations.

4.4.2 Decision tree

In iteration 106 amodelwas built that satisfies all accuracy 45
metrics targets. It consists of a root node and two leaves
(Fig. 5). This BDT classifies the devices as follows:

Y_Test_114 =
{︃
Pass If Test_106 < −62
Fail In other case

Figure 5: Decision Tree DT_106.

Using the confusion matrix (Table 7) the performance
of this model is as follows: 50
– The OA achieved is 100%
– Recall = 100%
– Precision = 100%
– F-Score = 100%
– Specificity = 100% 55
– Time to build the model: 2.98 seconds

From the associated confusionmatrix (Table 7) and ac-
curacy metrics results we conclude that the model DT_106
could be used to predict Test_114, hence this test could be 60
eliminated from the test sequence. Furthermore the com-
plexity of this model was low.
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Table 7: Confusion Matrix. DT_106

Predicted
Pass Fail Total

Actual Pass 11232 0 11232
Fail 0 97 97
Total 11232 97 11329

4.4.3 Random forest

In each iteration was generated a forest of 100 trees, using
the dataset with size N=68,168. Sampling method of the
Training set was done with replacement. In iteration 106
an accurate random forest was built for Test_114.5

From the associated confusionmatrix (Table 8) the ac-
curacy metrics results are as follows:
– The OA achieved is 100%
– Recall = 100%
– Precision = 100%10
– F-Score = 100%
– Specificity = 100%
– Time to build the model: 1.125 minutes

Table 8: Confusion Matrix. RF_106

Predicted
Pass Fail Total

Actual Pass 11232 0 11232
Fail 0 97 97
Total 11232 97 11329

We conclude that the RF_106 model could be used for15
predicting Test_114. Its training was not complex and sat-
isfied performance targets.

4.4.4 Models comparison

The three methods were able to build an accurate model
for Test_114, in addition they were consistent in identify-20
ing Test_106 as predictor. In Figure 6we see how themodel
overall accuracy increased to 100% in the last iteration for
the three approaches. This because in the iteration 106was
included a significant predictor. Furthermore, the OA was
close to 100% in each iteration. This is because the imbal-25
ance in proportion Pass/Fail, and that the models in all it-

erations are accurate to prognosis {pass} class, as can be
seen in Figure 7.

When having a highly imbalanced dataset it is recom-
mended to analyse the model performance for each class. 30
We recommend using Specificity (Fig. 7) for {pass} class
and for {fail} class the usage of Recall (Fig. 8), Precision
(Fig. 9), and F-Score (Fig. 10).

In Figures 8-10we can see that the threemethods were
improving its capabilities to correctly classify faulty de- 35
vices when the iterations increase up to reach 100% accu-
racy in iteration 106.

Figure 6: LR, DT and RF Overall Accuracy by Iterations

Figure 7: LR, DT and RF Specificity by Iterations

With regards computational complexity, in Figure 11
we can see that LR is much more complex than the other
two approaches. Note that LR complexity is illustrated in 40
minutes, while DT and RF are in seconds. In addition, for
LR the time complexity grows exponentially when adding
more potential predictors.

Figure 11 shows how the computational complexity of
DT and RF fall in iteration 106, which is the last one.When 45
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Figure 8: LR, DT and RF Recall by Iterations

Figure 9: LR, DT and RF Precision by Iterations

Figure 10: LR, DT and RF F-Score by Iterations

including a highly significant predictor (Test_106) in the
tree(s), there are no more improvement in the Gini index
when adding other variables, hence the training ends. A
similar effect can be seen for Test_75 in iteration 75th and
76th for Logistic Regression method, where the stepwise5
phase for improving theLogistic Regressionmodelwasnot
complex. In contrast, iteration 106 was highly computa-
tionally complex. Since the association betweenpredictive
candidates impacted the model complexity.

From the three methods, we do not recommend using 10
logistic regression because its complexity increases expo-
nentially as the number of predictors increase when the
predictors are interrelated. In our application the potential
predictors are 163 and some tests are highly associated. On
the other hand, decision tree and random forest methods 15
performed very well in complexity and accuracy. Further-
more, a single tree is simpler than a forest, hence we rec-
ommend to use decision trees.

The accurate and simple model proposed to predict
Test_114 is as follows: 20

Y_Test_114 =
{︃
Pass If Test_106 < −62
Fail In other case

Figure 11: LR, DT and RF Computational Complexity by Iterations

4.5 Model predictive validation and
re-building

The software used to automate testing procedures is fre-
quently subject to software certification requirements, fur- 25
thermore any change to it must require a re-certification of
the new software version. Hence before implementing any
change it is important to assure that the improvement is
robust. Based on that, the reliability of model DT_106 was
assessed using up-to-date data (Fig. 4). The new dataset 30
was pre-processed as detailed in Sub-section 4.2.

The algorithm formodel validation proposed in Figure
2 was followed using the up-to-date data and a confusion
matrix was calculated (Table 9). The model accuracy is as
follows: 35
– The OA achieved is 100%
– Recall = 100%
– Precision = 100%
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– F-Score = 100%
– Specificity = 100%

Table 9: Confusion Matrix. Validating DT_106

Predicted
Pass Fail Total

Actual Pass 20954 0 20954
Fail 0 47 47
Total 20954 47 21001

We conclude that model DT_106 is still valid for the
actual production process conditions and we recommend5
implementing changes in the testing software to eliminate
the Test_114. In addition, more tests could be analysed fol-
lowing the algorithm proposed (Fig. 1) and if accurate pre-
dictivemodels are built, more reduction could be achieved
in the testing procedure.10

5 Conclusions
In this paper we presented an algorithm to generate robust
models that could be used for reducing a test set in a stop-
on-fail test scenario with parametric and non-parametric
tests. This algorithm is a strategy to manage incomplete15
datasets. The development was enabled through perform-
ing a successful data mining analysis on the production
test data. The analysis covered data gathering in two dif-
ferent raw format, data pre-processing for data quality im-
provement, an association analysis of input variables, the20
proposed novel algorithm application, its verification and
reliability assessment. The flexible algorithm proposed
was evaluated by building logistic regression, decision
tree, and random forest models. In addition, the benefit of
usingDecision Treemethod over the other two approaches25
was discussed.

The outlined algorithm, based on the use of classifi-
cation models, is found to be adequate for applications
with incomplete datasets and can be employed in real pro-
duction lines to offer accurate and reliable models to com-30
pact a test sequence even for stop-on-fail scenario. Embed-
ding the model generated with the presented algorithm
has the potential to enable substantial cost savings as a
result of production test set compaction. For the discussed
data and application, we have illustrated a robust and ac-35

curate model that enables the elimination of one test that
is frequently failed by faulty components.

Note
This paper is an extended version of a presentation
given at the University of Essex, Southend, UK in August 40
2018, as part of the IEEE International Conference on
Computing, Electronics & Communications Engineering
2018 (iCCECE ’18) conference [23].
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